Kidlik, Kulik, and Bangert-Drowns conclusions that are consistent both with these facts and with what we and Slavin value in research studies.
Two facts loom large in the evaluation literature on precollege LFM. First, LFM raises student scores on locally developed criterion examinations by moderate amounts. Second, LFM has much smaller effects on scores on standardized examinations. These are points about precollege LFM that we emphasized in our review, and they are also the points that Slavin stresses in his reply.
Slavin does not dispute some other important facts brought out in our review, but he does not face all of the implications of these facts. As our review pointed out, Slavin made some odd choices in selecting studies for his best-evidence synthesis. First, in several studies that he selected as exemplary evaluations of LFM, neither experimental nor control students were taught for mastery (e.g., Gutkin, 1985; Wyckoff, 1974) . Second, in several other studies that he chose as exemplary, both experimental and control groups were mastery groups (e.g., Dunkelberger & Heikkinen, 1984; Fuchs, Tindal, & Fuchs, 1985) . The first type of study lacks a mastery treatment group; the second type lacks a nonmastery control. Size of mastery effects cannot be estimated from either type of study, and Slavin should not have used these studies for this purpose. A review that estimates size of mastery effects from such irrelevant studies does not merit the epithet "best-evidence."
Although Slavin agrees with us on the facts, he disagrees about which facts should be emphasized in drawing overall conclusions about Bloom's LFM. Slavin thinks that our conclusions are misleading because they are based in part on results from three-and four-week studies and studies with only one experimental and one control group. He also thinks that we give too little emphasis to results of studies with standardized tests. We believe, on the other hand, that Slavin's conclusions are distorted because they are based in part on results from studies with either no mastery treatment or no control treatment. We also think that Slavin gives too much emphasis to results from standardized tests.
But we do not consider our differences to be irreconcilable. We think it is possible to resolve them by (a) restricting discussion to the 11 studies that seem adequate to both sides and (b) examining separately effects on local and standardized tests in these studies. Table 1 presents estimates of effect sizes in the 11 studies. Median and mean effects are very similar for the estimates in the table. When Slavin's calculations of effect size are used, the average effect size for local tests is 0.36 (t(8) = 2.94, p < .05), and the average effect for standardized tests is 0.09 (t(4) = 2.30, p < .10). When our calculations are used, the average effect size for local tests is 0.45 (t(8) 3.49, p < .01), and the average effect for standardized tests is 0.08 (t(4) = 3.00, p < .05). It is notable that LFM produces statistically significant effects on both local and standardized tests, but the effects on local tests are obviously larger and more important. All things considered, the average effect of precollege LFM appears to be an increase of about 0.4 standard deviations on local tests and 0.1 standard deviations on standardized tests.
Too few studies are available, however, for us to feel confident about these estimates of LFM effect sizes. We would therefore like to see more research on LFM effects, especially its effects on standardized tests. Until more studies are conducted, researchers should keep in mind the current results: LFM students clearly do better than other students on tests developed to fit local curricula, and they do only slightly better than others on standardized tests that sample objectives from many school systems and many grade levels. There is no evidence to suggest that LFM has any negative effects on any type of student learning. Finally, teachers and researchers can learn much more about mastery learning by looking at the full picture rather than the small corner of the research on which Slavin focuses. They can find more stable and reliable estimates of effect sizes in the larger literature on mastery learning. And they can learn about affective and behavioral outcomes of mastery learning; about the conditions under which mastery teaching has stronger and weaker effects; about the students in a classroom who are most affected by a switch to mastery methods; and so on. We believe LFM effects on precollege examinations constitute only a small part of the story.
